Client Feedback from Distance Read for S. White on January 4, 2016:
“Let me just say my reading was a delight to pour over. Very strong, long and
many things I can confirm as accurate and true.
So, this is kind long, but so many details were so accurate, I could just let them
go...
I do need to take back my energy, after a long relationship came to an end due to
dishonesty, I find myself still thinking things over from 2 years ago and even a
previous relationship, same reason for ending, keeps popping up too. Cords
needs cutting!
In describing my spirits present for the reading, one is my paternal grandmother
and the other is my maternal grandfather.
I have a photo sitting on grandpas knee, and the twirling hands could be me
cracking my knuckles, my grandma always showed me her hands and said not to
do it, but I still do. The third spirit, she speaks in rainbows...wow! Just hung 2
crystals on my back porch in September so the winter low light could send
rainbows into my kitchen, I told my mom it was so I could see the universe
checking in.
1st question- you said I am surrounded by books, true! That's is how I learn, I
read everything. But I am so afraid of taking my own steps, so afraid of the fail,
that I don't often DO. I am a huge gardener! I live in and for the garden and every
creature that lives there with me. I wish I could lay in the yard or dirt like I did as
amid without my neighbors thinking I was nuts. There is a middle part here that is
specific about pain being shared in a family. I don't have that type of pain Now,
but did as a child, my father was an alcoholic and it deeply affected me thru to my
30,s and 40,s.
People do come to me for advice, a LOT, so much so that some have asked me
to become a life coach, or used up my energy in constantly asking for advise, as I
am A sensitive. I have been told I have a gift for reaching every person, all
walks, I listen well and have been told I never judge.
2nd question: I did not anticipate this, ever, not this soon, but on Jan 3rd I rented
a space for a Shop! I have been doing it by myself as you said and my winter
coat is white wool. I was standing outside on Jan. 4th (the day you did this
reading!) trying to decide where to hang a sign. Uncanny! You used the word
JOY, I have said this all month, that all I want to do is bring my customer joy! So
unreal, you really hit it! We shall see how it goes, the shop is in a quiet sleepy
little village.....

3rd question: All of the signs I see are Birds, feathers and numbers. Period! You
hit it so on the head it made me cry. The cardinal is my maternal grandmother,
she visits often, the indigo bunting is my paternal grandmother you mentioned as
a spirit guide, yes in a blue dress. Not sure about spinning bracelet, but I do wear
a silver one everyday. I will pay more attention. Birds speak to me like no other
animals, the provide signposts to let me know I am on the right path, and you just
confirmed that me.
The trees also speak to me, as does the wind...the red numbers on the clock
belong to my stove it always reads 11:11 or 1:11 etc. I had been using a
pendulum this summer for some answers and switched over to tarot and spirit
cards...which actually gives me more of a definition of what I am feeling rather
than yes and no answers. I like them better....
So, this reading was exceptional. I feel blessed to have been chosen for this gift.
Thank you thank you thank you, Thank you again, I am blown away.

